Five for One
*(for my wife Cris Arbo)*
Joseph Patrick Anthony

Andante \( \frac{\dot{\text{ }} \cdot}{4} = 104 \)

Trumpet 1 (Bb)

Trumpet 2 (Bb)

Horn (F)

Trombone

Tuba
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Trumpet 1 (Bb)

Five for One
(for my wife Cris Arbo)

Joseph Patrick Anthony

Andante $\frac{1}{4}= 104$
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Five for All
Joseph Patrick Anthony

Andante \( \frac{4}{4} = 100 \)

Trumpet 1 (Bb)

Trumpet 2 (Bb)

Horn (F)

Trombone

Tuba
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Trumpet 1 (Bb)

Something Beautiful

Joseph Patrick Anthony

Andante \( \dfrac{\text{q}}{\text{= 104}} \)
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